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64th Banbury

Run

Sunday 24th June saw over 600 pre-1930
motorcycles tackle a tough course that
followed a route through north Oxfordshire and Warwickshire.
Riders, many in period costume, enjoyed changeable weather while taking part in the 64th annual
Banbury Run, an event that tests old motorcycles
over the original ‘proving ground’ course. As well as
the many bikes taking part there are always a large
amount of motorcycle parked up - at the Motor
Heritage Museum, Gaydon.
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A long weekend in

Combles

By Derek Brown
A trip to the D-Day landing sites would
make for an interesting trip – so why were
we setting off for Combles? Come to that
where the hell is Combles?
Planning takes time and a trip to Normandy, near
the June D-Day anniversary, takes more planning
than most. Never mind, Phil had a cunning plan; let’s
go to a WWI site instead, Combles, a village in the
heart of the Somme battlefields. It is also the home
of Martin and Kate Peglar who have set themselves
up with a B&B there. Martin is an author and authority on weapons and history of the First World
War. He offers guided trips around the battle fields
leading the way on his BMW R1150GS so he’s in our
gang, so to speak.
The OMC party of seven bikes set off from the
BP garage at 8 o’clock on the 11th May heading for
Folkestone, collecting Kevin and Louise at Shefford
en-route. Unfortunately Trevor Pugh’s Rocket 3 was
starting to show signs of truculence already, happily
ticking over at north of 2000 rpm, gulp. That aside,
we had an uneventful run down to Folkestone via
Thurrock services for the obligatory pee stop (it
comes to us all, I’m told) in good time to make our

11:50 crossing.
On reaching France the consensus of opinion was
to get some miles under our wheels – not actually
the smartest move as we were heading for very rural
France. I had set out a minor roads route on D class
roads that avoided dual carriageways completely and
by the same token most places of any size too. It
gave us a remarkably quick escape from Calais and
a delightful run all the way to Combles. What it
didn’t do was take us past many petrol stations or
places to eat! We did eventually find both but boringly in a supermarket... A wonderful ride through
rolling countryside, with barely any traffic, brought
us to Orchard Farm having enjoyed sunshine for the
whole trip, amazing.
After a pleasant evening meal, with ample wine and
beer, Martin brought out some of his gun collection
for us to peruse including a tripod mounted Vickers
Maxime machine gun. Martin has the sort of presentation style and content that you can just listen
to for ages, so we did! Look out for him on the
Antiques Road Show; he’s one of their experts.
On the Saturday Martin led us out for a trip round
some of the key locations linked to the first day of
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the Battle of the Somme. We started at Thiepval,
the memorial for the 72,194 British and South African officers and men lost on the Somme with no
known grave, over 90% of whom died in the fighting
of the summer and autumn of 1916. With a little
patience we were able to have the memorial entirely
to ourselves which was delightfully tranquil, an expression that kept cropping up everywhere we went.
What amazed me here and at most of the subsequent sites was the size of the landscape; huge open
countryside with enormous rolling hills, not the flat
featureless place I had half expected.
We moved on next to the New Foundland memorial at Beaumont Wood, where there are partially preserved trenches and where one can see the
strength of the German’s position and what sitting
ducks troops just walking along would present to a
machine gunner, quite sobering.
We took lunch at a cafe called Old Blighty in La
Boiselle after which we strolled up to Loch Nagar
Crater, caused by the blowing of an enormous underground mine set off right at the start of the Somme offensive, an awesome sight.
Our next stop was at Sheffield Park cemetery at
Serre, the last resting place for many of the Old Pals
units that were so decimated on the 1st July 1916.
Again we had the site to ourselves in the late afternoon sunshine. Martin read us an account from a
German machine gunner – how awful and chilling
it was to listen to, you could hear the tension and
the dreadful sadness in the German’s writing, as yet
another barrel was fitted to the gun and yet more
young British men just walked into sight to be mown
down.
Unfortunately we had a little misfortune of our
own on leaving the cemetery, located at the end of
a rather long, gravelly and deeply rutted farm track.
We discovered that 2.3 litre Triumph Rocket 3’s
aren’t actually cut out for off road riding. Trev had
what one might describe as a “car park incident”
coming out of the incident second best with a rather
badly bruised chest putting an end to his riding for
the day. How grateful we all were that Kate came to
the rescue and took Trev back to the house by car
allowing the rest of the party to travel on to our final
destination for the day, the German cemetery at Fricourt. This was a fitting and sombre end to the day;
a stark, sad albeit well kept place but in such contrast
to the beautifully presented allied cemeteries.
Whilst waiting for dinner to cook Josef went off

with Martin by car to repatriate Trev’s bike. It was
in sound condition but with an ugly great dent in
the tank.

Another pleasant evening meal with plenty of wine
and beer was followed by more discussions about
the history of the region and planning for the following day. Hiding his light under a bushel was Ashley
who it turns out is something of an expert himself
in matters WWI. We thus had ourselves a guide for
day two!
Trev sensibly decided to rest up as we set off on
another days riding around the lovely swoops and
curves of the Somme region calling in first at the
Canadian front line position at Vimmy Ridge where
a series of trenches had been preserved in the early
twenties. It was here that the front lines were at
their closest – only 25 yards apart and underneath
the allied position was a network of tunnels that
were dug to enable large numbers of troops to be
brought right up to the front line without the Germans being aware. Visiting the tunnels now it is hard
to imagine how truly frightening it must have been.
Moving on to the Vimmy Ridge memorial for
the Canadian fallen a few hundred yards from the
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trenches, one could see why anyone would want to
hold the position as it offers stunning views for miles
around in all directions.
With the sun shining brightly in the cool breeze we
set course for Arras to find some midday refreshment in the towns beautifully restored Place des Heroes. Settling on the Patisserie we set about ordering our selection of cheese and ham, ham and cheese,
ham or cheese sandwiches! Compensation came in
the form of the most fantastic selection of cakes –
I’m sure I could have eaten everything that they had
on display but perhaps not in one sitting.
A very short hop from the square we found ourselves at the Wellington Quarry, a massive underground stone quarry that was used to provide building material when the city was being built several
centuries before. These were enlarged by New Zealand miners prior to the 1916 offensive and were
used to hide 24,000 troops underground for eight
days before their battle started – yet another amazing site.
Our final destination for this Somme trip, partly

for Josef Ekkerd’s benefit, was to visit Delville Wood,
fought over for six days by a largely South African
corps of troops. Yet again we had the place to ourselves and we were able to spend a lovely late afternoon contemplating the events that took place here.
The day was closed with another good evening meal
and a quiz from Martin to see who had been paying
attention; it wasn’t me – so arise Ashley, the winner!
Thankfully another nights rest left Trev feeling able
to face the prospect of riding his Triumph home. So
after another hearty breakfast and saying our fond
farewells and thank yous to Martin and Kate we
headed off towards the Autoroute and an uneventful
trip home. Needless to say a few miles from Folkestone it started to rain – some things never change.
Thanks have to go to Phil for finding the Peglars
and organising the trip, to Martin and Kate for their
hospitality and insight into the events on the Somme
and to Ashley for picking up the tour guide reins for
the Sunday and providing the factual content here,
any errors are mine. All in all a fantastic trip.

MOTORCYCLE MECHANIC
AND THE CARDIOLOGIST
A motorcycle mechanic was removing a cylinder-head from the motor of a Harley-Davidson when he
spotted a well-known cardiologist in his shop. The cardiologist was there waiting for the service manager to come and take a look at his bike when the mechanic shouted across the
garage, ‘Hey Doc, want to take a look at this?’ The cardiologist, a bit surprised, walked over to where
the mechanic was working on the motorcycle. The mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag
and asked, ‘So Doc, look at this engine. I open its heart, take the valves out, repair any damage, and then
put them back in and when I finish, it works just like new. So how come I make
£20,000 a year and you make £120,000 when you and I are doing basically the same work?’
The cardiologist paused, leaned over, and then whispered to the mechanic... ‘Try doing it with the
engine running’.

Motorcycle and Scooter products
formulated to provide race
developed protection and reliability

Morris Lubricants Castle Foregate, Shrewsbury, SY1 2EL
www.morrislubricants.co.uk T: +44 (0)1743 232 200
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BEDFORD AUTODROME TRACK DAY TASTER
By Josef Ekkard

We can count ourselves lucky to have a great race
track right on our door step. The place is steeped
in history. The airfield was constructed during the
WW2 in1940 and the 306th Bombardment Group
flew their missions from the RAF base. Other squadrons that operated from here were 160 Squadron
RAF and 18 Operational Training Unit with its Polish
crews. After the war it was used by what became
known as the Royal Aeronautical Establishment, Bedford. The Harrier jump jet development was done
here and the ski jump that was later fitted to the
aircraft carriers were pioneered at the airfield. The
RAE was decommissioned in 1994 and operations
were moved to Boscombe Down. The airfield was
purchased by a Mr Jonathan Palmer (former F1 driver) and over a span of 5 years it was converted into
a race track known today as Bedford Autodrome. A
unique feature of the Autodrome is that there are no
Armco barriers and thus the run off areas are generous for increased safety.The track has been designed
by JP for high speeds and no official race event is held
there. There are a number of layouts available to the
organisers but for the bikes the whole 2.7 mile cir-

cuit is made available which includes a massive long
straight to stretch the legs of any bike.
The place is popular with track day goers and when
a club member enquired about available places the
intermediates were all booked. At a £119 it was
cheap as it usually costs about £149 for the Autodrome. The decision was made to go for the taster
session. Seeing that the weather was unusually unsettled during the previous weeks of April it turned
out to be a wise decision and good value for £20.
The particular Saturday turned out to be a pleasant
day. We arrived in time to sign on and have a bit of
banter with the lovely lady doing the admin. Nobody
forgot their driving licence (you need to show both
parts) and while we were waiting we introduced
ourselves to the other guys and girl coming over
for the taster session. Some were from the Coventry area and there were a couple of Latvian guys
from London. The briefing is an essential part of any
track day and covers topics like the flags, procedures,
safety, and track layout with a few tips. The instructor is a friendly chap who led us on to the track. Just
as we were about to start a light rain shower went
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over dampening our mood but the light wind and
reappearing sun soon evaporated any worries. On a
race track there are no oil deposits and the tarmac
is usually of a higher standard than what we expect
on an A or B road therefore the grip is a lot better
even if it is wet. The first 2 laps the instructor led
the way at a relaxed pace so we could get a feeling for the track and familiarise ourselves with the
layout. After which he cleared off (he is an instructor
after all) and the rest of us settled in going as fast
or as slow as we dared while we formed images in
our heads looking just like our race heroes on their
way to a podium finish. Overtaking is done safely as
block passes would get you noticed by the track officials.You have to realise that not everybody is of the
same ability and for that reason the group was soon
spread out over the track giving everybody enough
space to practise their braking and body positions
in the corners. Slow in, fast out and keep it smooth.
Everybody had a really good time pushing their
steeds as hard as they dared without the inconvenience of road side furniture or traffic coming the
other way. But all good things must come to an end
and after only 20 min the chequered flag came out to
signal a return to the pits. Before the helmets came
off you could see the excitement in the eyes and the
laughter lines forming from the big smiles hidden by
the chin guards. There was a lot of talk and discussion about what happened where and how each one
experienced the track. For a lot of us this was not
our first time but a few where hooked and vowed to
do it again. We are a big motorcycle club and should
take the opportunity to attend a track day at Bedford Autodrome. It might seem daunting and even
dangerous to some but it is run in a safe and pro

fessional manner by Club MSV. Some track days are
more expensive than other but there is novice only
sessions and even novice only track days where instructors are at hand to offer you advice. It is a great
way of exploring the capabilities of your motorcycle
and honing your cornering or emergency braking
skills.You don’t need race fairings and track day tyres
to enjoy it so don’t be intimidated by the fast guys.
They are in a different group and won’t be let out
on track with novices. If you wish to take it further
the Ron Haslam Race School can help you develop
your track ability to make you ride smoother and
faster or if you’re thinking of entering in club races
the first stop would be to get your ACU licence.Yes,
it is addictive so you have been warned. We do it because it is the only place a motorcycle can do what
its designers intended it to do, give you a thrill and
let you forget about the day to day worries. After all,
how much more fun can you have with a tank of fuel
and dressed in leather?
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Dragon Tales

By Roger Mant
Back in the 60’s a group of us decided
to give the infamous Dragon Rally a try.
We first went in 1966 (warmish/wet and
windy), the 2nd time in 67 (bl--dy freezing.)
Preparing for these epic adventures (well, it was
in those days), the first consideration was how to
keep warm. Sticky Belstaff jackets (remember them)
were great at keeping the worst of the weather away.
Not very fashionable but back in the 60’s they were
the business. We wore Pudding Basin helmets (still
have mine in the garage) and flying goggles. Thinking seriously about my anatomy I had a quick word
with Mum and became the proud owner of a pair of
ladies’ tights, with a spare pair for the return home
(no rude comments please – need’s must, Februaries were bl---y cold in those days); along with a decent arran sweater and plenty of newspaper tucked
up your shirt. Did I have silk inner gloves? I think so
but memory fades after all these years. Loaded up
with sleeping bag and a 2-man tent (scout type with
wooden poles), we set off late on a Friday afternoon.
There were 3 bikes in the group; my BSA 650 Super
Rocket, a Triumph Bonneville and a Triumph Tiger
Cub, the first two with pillions.
Travelling from Blackheath in South London, we
headed for the M1 (quite new) on to the A5 and on-

wards to the border and into Wales. Memory tells
me it was wet and windy, so much so that I vividly
recall travelling along a straight road by a lake, where
it was so blustery I was leaning the bike into the
wind as if I was going round a corner.
Sadly the Bonneville expired before we made it to
Wales and we left them at a railway station to get a
train home, bike and all.
We eventually arrived at the campsite in Glyn
Padarn, North West of Llanberis at dawn, slightly
damp and cold but at least we had made it.
We received a warm welcome from the Conway
Motorcycle Club, and then it was ‘pitch the tent and
grab a few hours of shuteye’, fully clothed. After
cooking breakfast on the typical scout camping gear
it was off to book in and collect our commemorative
badge (both of which I still have). Like a mad fool
I went twice before girls became more interesting.
Looking back I wish I had made more of the opportunities!
On the Saturday evening it was amazing to watch
the headlight cavalcade as 100’s of bikes followed a
set route around the mountain. Sadly I don’t have
any photos…
Looking back at records on a website there was
a final count of bodies in excess of 6,400 for the
weekend from all points North/East/South and West
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and more than a few from the continent; Germany/
Switzerland/Sweden and Austria, usually on BMW
sidecar outfits. (That brings back memories of Fritz
Scheidigger, Florian Camathias and Chris Vincent
– but that’s another story.) Everyone came from
miles away, and in February too!
In 1967 I remember it being a particularly coooold
journey. When we arrived it was all I could do to
slide my hands off the handlebars. But what a feeling of achievement when you arrived with so many
other bikers there. It was an experience never to be
forgotten (given the passage of time), and all this for

an enamel badge.
Sadly, Sunday soon arrived and it was time to set off
on the 240 mile plus journey home, to a good night’s
sleep in a comfortable bed, vowing never to do it
again, but knowing we probably would.
They say you can never go back, but one thing’s
for sure: the camaraderie was amazing and if there
were any problems, there was always someone willing to help. But then that still exists today – and long
may it continue. A friendly nod or wave as you go
by gives a warm feeling of companionship in a sadly
hostile world.
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Everything for your bike at
your favourite local dealer!
Call in and see us or shop online at

www.ﬂitwickmotorcyclesexpress.com
Over the last 26 years, we’ve
established a reputation as
one of the best motorcycle
dealerships you’ll ever visit,
thanks to our friendly staff,
great service and some very
excellent coffee!
• We have a terrific selection of new and used
bikes in stock at all times – view them online!
• Large stock of Yamaha Genuine Parts in
store, plus a fantastic range of aftermarket
spares and accessories
• Massive Clothing & Accessory Department,
with a special 10% discount for Oakley
Motorcycle Club members*
• We stock a large selection of tyres, fitted
while you wait, at great competitive prices
*on production of a current OMC membership card.

We’re pleased to support

web: www.flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk email: flitwick@flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk

01525 712197
Station Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 1JR
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By Clive Homan
It all started with Marcus Randell winning a raffle prize to go to Wales, then he
got six other mugs to go with him. We decided it would be best to go by car just in
case of a major off and not being able to
ride a bike home.
Phil Randell and I left on Friday, leaving Bedford at
lunch time to give us plenty of time to get to the
hotel and have a few beers. In the safe hands of
Phil and the Audi sat nav, the route was M1, M6, A5
and then some Welsh A and B roads that would have
been excellent on the bikes. We arrived in the town
and Sat Nav said (in three hundred meters you have
reached your destination) . Brill! It had taken us four
and half hours!!! However, they must have changed
the name of the hotel or it had been decorated as it
didn’t look like the picture I had from the internet.
We had a drive up and down the road but it just
didn’t make sense, so I put my Tom Tom on to check
the address and mine told me we had 18miles to go.
It just shows how many The Red Lion Hotels there
are in Wales when you don’t put the name of the
village in your sat nav PHIL!!!!!
The rest of the group arrived and met up that eve-

ning for a meal and a few more beers and called it a
night at 1.30am, because we had an early start. We
woke up to blue sky and no rain and we were in mid
Wales where the sheep have webbed feet. After a 5
mile drive we were at the farm in Llanidloes looking
at a row of shiny Yamaha off-road bikes.
We all signed in and then it was time to get kitted out in the off-road kit; in the body armour and
big boots we looked like the magnificent seven in
a mutant ninja turtle film. Even getting dressed was
physically draining, since the boots would not allow
you to walk, let alone ride a bike.
We were then introduced to the principals of offroad riding and each given a bike WR250F and then
asked to ride through the farm yard over a wooden
bridge, being told, “Don’t touch your brakes or
throttle as you will end up in the river. Then go
around a bollard stuck up a muddy shingled bank.
This was just to get the feel of the bike. At that stage
I thought this is going to be fun and very difficult,
and it was.
After mastering that, we headed up into the hills
and forestry area. They use thousands of acres of
the surrounding countryside as their playground.
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We went on a variety of terrains, including hills,
river crossings, forest tracks, shale tracks and lots
of mud.
The group size was about twelve riders with three
instructors who gave us plenty of guidance on how
to tackle the terrain, and demos to show you how
it should be done. To ride these bikes you stand up
80% of the time and sit 20%. Your legs are the shock
absorbers. You do one-finger clutch and one-finger
braking for control and before long you start to enjoy and relax. The feeling you are about to fall off at
any moment goes away and you build confidence in
yourself and the bike.
I was amazed at how man and machine can go
up a muddy hill and down inclines like a water fall,
through rivers and over rocks and fallen trees. It

was fantastic but very hard work. I don’t think I have
sweated so much from the physical effort of riding
a bike, and I found muscles that I didn’t know I had,
but after two days I could almost walk properly, and
as the saying goes: “no pain no gain”. It was worth
every penny.
I was very proud of all the OMC guys who took
part. None of us had done it before, but by the end
of the day we’d mastered some new bike skills, and
we all thoroughly enjoyed it. I will definitely do it
again.
A big “thank you” to Marcus, Christopher and
Phil Randell, Steve Brennan, Luke Faulkner and Paul
Colliss for a great day and for the ultimate off road
experience. See you all on the next one!
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REIMS

GEUEX GP CIRCUIT

Article & Photos By John Oliver

OMC members Ashley Atkinson and
John Oliver have ridden in Europe together for several years, usually with one
or two others, and this year decided on
a ‘low pressure’ long weekend in northern France, exploring the excellent biking
roads in the area of the Somme, famous
for the battles of the Great War.
Highlight of the weekend was a visit to the ghostly
remains of the Reims – Geuex Grand Prix circuit.
(Pronounce it ‘GO’ but with your lips in a strange
French shape). The last French Grand Prix was held
there in 1966, (winner – Jack Brabham), and the circuit finally closed to racing in 1972. The course was
on closed public roads, and about two thirds of it
can still be ridden today, although one of the long
straights is now a fast dual carriageway, (the N31)
and modern roundabouts have replaced the earlier
‘T’ junctions at the ends of the straights. The grandstand / pit area lies quiet and deserted on the D27,

just off the A4 (E50) about 5 miles west of Reims
city centre.
There now exists ‘Les Amis du Circuit de Geuex’, a
group of enthusiasts who campaign for the conservation of the buildings, and organise unofficial gatherings on the D27. As it happens, on our approach to
the buildings via the roundabout at the end of the
D27, the Gendarmerie were having a gentle chat to a
sheepish looking chap in a Maserati! They glanced at
us as we rode respectfully past, but didn’t come and
talk to us while we explored the buildings! I must
learn what ‘Interdit de access’ means...
A quick search on Google or Youtube for ‘ReimsGeuex’ will produce lots of maps and film clips from
this historic track, one of the best being the ‘1961
French Grand Prix, Part 2’. This 10 minute clip shows
the likes of Graham Hill, Jack Brabham, Stirling Moss,
Dan Gurney, Jim Clark, Innes Ireland, Phil Hill, Bruce
McClaren, Roy Salvadori, and the winner, Giancarlo
Baghetti, who on that day became the first man ever
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to win his first GP. Watching this film clip of those
drivers working for over 2 hours in the hot and petrol soaked cockpits of the day without harnesses
shows how dangerous motor racing really was then.
Have a look at the photographers and spectators elbowing each other out of the way on the very edge
of the track as the cars fly past at 150mph!
The roads to Reims from Albert on the Somme
are fast and sweeping, with a few towns and villages
where we complied religiously with the 50kph limit,
and some urban bypasses much loved of French
towns.
A great day with a well planned route by Ashley!
We stayed at ‘Mash Valley’, a biker friendly B and
B at la Boiselle on the D929 between Albert and
Pozieres, which lies just inside the German front line
as it was on 1st July 1916, the day of the battle of
the Somme. Linda and Brian, who run Mash Valley
have been there for years and have accumulated a
substantial collection of the ‘metal harvest’ of rusty
rifles, shells and barbed wire, etc, ploughed up from
the battlefields.
I thoroughly recommend this area for a short motorcycling tour, either as a first venture into continental riding, or as a relaxed long weekend for more

experienced tourers. The great advantage is that
Albert, Somme, is only 2 hours from Calais! We decided not to use autoroutes, as the N and D roads
are much more interesting anyway. Our return to
Calais was a bit longer, as we travelled west to the
coast, then followed the old coast road past Bologne
and Cap Gris Nez, with lunch in Montrueil-Sur-Mer,
(which is not ‘on sea’ at all, being about 10k from the
coast!), Victor Hugo’s setting for the opening of ‘Les
Miserable’, and also earl Haig’s HQ during the First
World War.
Talk to Ashley Atkinson or me for more info if you
feel like a non-challenging ride on the wrong side of
the road!
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ADVENTURES IN YELLOW SLIDESHOW
By Christine Randell

Forty-two OMC members and friends
attended the Three Cranes in Turvey on
23 July for a slide show and talk presented
by Norman and Maggie Magowan.
Redundancy and family tragedy had given the
couple the inspiration to fulfil their dream and they
embarked on an epic journey from Chile to Alaska
on their BMW 650GS motorcycles. The trip took
fifteen months and led them some of the most fascinating and beautiful places on the planet.
Norman took us from the very beginning – preparing the bikes and crating them up to be shipped to
South America, and then gave a wonderful talk about
the journey and its ups and downs, along with stories
about the people they met along the way. The slides
showed the amazing scenery and incredible natural
wonders they had visited. Of course, just like OMC’s
rides, no biking trip is without its mishaps and adventures and they certainly had their share of problems
to overcome. Maggie had a serious ‘off’ on one of
the muddy, rutted roads and broke her elbow. At
this point they left their bikes with a lovely woman
who stored them in her dining room under some
clean bed linen for three months while they travelled
by more conventional means so that the trip didn’t
have to be aborted.
At one point in Bolivia, Norman and Maggie had to
use all their resources and a lot of help from local
people to narrowly escape political protestors who
had blocked the bridge, which was the only way out
of the area. They were helped across a shallow part
of the river further downstream and found out the
next day that the rioters’ anger was such that they
had actually murdered the mayor. However, most
of the people they encountered were helpful and
friendly and did everything they could to repair the
bikes when necessary and give them whatever hospitality they could afford.
When asked if they had any regrets about making
the trip, the Magowans replied that they had none,
other than that in hindsight they would have honed
their off-road skills before the trip if they had known
what the roads would be like! The couple now sell

books about the adventure and hold talks and slideshows to raise money for their chosen charity, Cancer Research UK, charging nothing for their time.
They even donated signed books for us to raffle off
on the night.
I’m sure everyone who attended was pleased that
they took the opportunity to see what people can
achieve when they seize the opportunity to live out
their dream. Thanks also to John and Linda at The
Three Cranes for hosting the event and providing a
lovely buffet.
Their website gives lots more information on the
trip, and you can also buy the books online: http://
www.panamericanadventure.com/adventures-inyellow/
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